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Snap US: Manufacturing meltdown 
The headline ISM manufacturing index fell only modestly, but this reflects 
quirks in the index calculation. Ignore it. The important details are simply 
horrible 

 

41.5 ISM headline index 

The ISM manufacturing index has dropped to 41.5 in April from 49.1 in March, but this doesn’t tell 

us the true story. It is driven entirely by the fact supplier deliveries surged to 76.5. 

All the important components – production, new orders and employment collapsed and are 

consistent with the narrative that we're seeing a deeper contraction than during the global 

financial crisis a little over a decade ago. Production is at an all-time low in a survey that goes back 

to the 1940s. 

The ISM employment component has only been lower once – 
in June 1949 – which underlines the immense strain the 
sector is under 

 

 
In normal times rising supplier delivery times are interpreted as a positive signal - huge levels of 

demand that businesses can't meet so supplier delivery times are extended. The component, 

therefore, boosts headline ISM. However, today, the rise in supplier delivery times is because 

everyone is restricting output so supply chains break down. This is obviously very bad, yet the 

survey doesn’t account for this and so it boosts headline ISM. 

As can be seen in the chart below, the regional surveys are consistent with an ISM at around 30 – 

not 41.5. The production, employment and new orders are all clustered around 27.1-27.5, which as 

the right-hand chart shows, is consistent with manufacturing output falling close to 20%YoY. 
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ISM headline lags regional surveys 

 

 
 
 

Manufacturers: Caught between a rock and a hard place 
What started off as initially as a supplier-related problem – output restricted by the fact Asia 

supply chains shut down – quickly morphed into a demand issue as those shutdowns spread to 

Europe and the US. The foreign supply issue will start to ease as China re-opens, but the domestic 

one won't and there is no end in sight for the demand drop. 

With revenues under immense pressure firms are increasingly looking to cut costs, which means 

more bad news for the jobs market. 

The ISM employment component has only been lower once – in June 1949 – which underlines the 

immense strain the sector is under. So far, the 30 million or so jobs lost have been concentrated in 

retail, travel and hospitality but the pain is clearly spreading. 

Next week’s unemployment rate figure will probably come in around 16%, but May’s will almost 

certainly break above 20%. 
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Disclaimer 

This publication has been prepared by the Economic and Financial Analysis Division of ING Bank 

N.V. ("ING") solely for information purposes without regard to any particular user's investment 

objectives, financial situation, or means. ING forms part of ING Group (being for this purpose ING 

Group NV and its subsidiary and affiliated companies). The information in the publication is not an 

investment recommendation and it is not investment, legal or tax advice or an offer or solicitation 

to purchase or sell any financial instrument. Reasonable care has been taken to ensure that this 

publication is not untrue or misleading when published, but ING does not represent that it is 

accurate or complete. ING does not accept any liability for any direct, indirect or consequential 

loss arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or 

estimates are solely those of the author(s), as of the date of the publication and are subject to 

change without notice. The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation 

in different jurisdictions and persons into whose possession this publication comes should inform 

themselves about, and observe, such restrictions. Copyright and database rights protection exists 

in this report and it may not be reproduced, distributed or published by any person for any 

purpose without the prior express consent of ING. All rights are reserved. The producing legal 

entity ING Bank N.V. is authorised by the Dutch Central Bank and supervised by the European 

Central Bank (ECB), the Dutch Central Bank (DNB) and the Dutch Authority for the Financial 

Markets (AFM). ING Bank N.V. is incorporated in the Netherlands (Trade Register no. 33031431 

Amsterdam). In the United Kingdom this information is approved and/or communicated by ING 

Bank N.V., London Branch. ING Bank N.V., London Branch is subject to limited regulation by the 

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). ING Bank N.V., London branch is registered in England 

(Registration number BR000341) at 8-10 Moorgate, London EC2 6DA. For US Investors: Any person 

wishing to discuss this report or effect transactions in any security discussed herein should 

contact ING Financial Markets LLC, which is a member of the NYSE, FINRA and SIPC and part of 

ING, and which has accepted responsibility for the distribution of this report in the United States 

under applicable requirements. 
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